
Three Ways to Help Support the National Citizens Inquiry 
 

1. Get the Truth out about how the test for the vaccines was changed to be no test at all! 

Health Canada and Government messaging has been relentless an telling us the vaccines were approved as "safe" 

and "effective".  It will shock most to learn that the temporary test used to approve the vaccines did not even 

mention the words "safe" or "effective", as safety and efficacy did not need to be proven.  The recent Discussion 

Paper released by the NHPPA explaining how the test was changed is a must read so that Canadians can begin to 

learn the truth.  The Discussion Paper can be downloaded from this page:  https://nhppa.org/?page_id=21547 

2. Business Owners - Turn off CNN & live-stream the National Citizens Inquiry Hearings 

The National Citizens Inquiry is our best hope, and maybe our last hope, to get the truth out to all Canadians.  But 

most are not watching because they do not know about the NCI. 

The NCI is calling on all business owners who have TVs in their businesses to live stream the NCI hearings live in 

their businesses.  Our next hearings in Winnipeg start on April 13.  Our full schedule can be found 

at: https://nationalcitizensinquiry.ca/events/ 

If any groups are willing to rent large screens and live stream in public places that would be a huge service.  Even 

when we are not live streaming, running our Truro and Toronto hearings would wake people up.  

Our past hearing days are available on our website and can be streamed when we do not have a live hearing in 

progress.  Our past hearings can be found here:  https://nationalcitizensinquiry.ca/testimony/ 

Be of service to your fellow Canadians by turning off the programming and turning on our real stories.   

3. The NCI needs volunteers to help access influencers and people with large social networks 

The National Citizens Inquiry is a once and a lifetime opportunity for us to open the minds of all Canadians and 

begin a national dialogue as our first step to healing as a nation.  But we need all Canadians to participate.  

The main stream media is ignoring this historical event.  We can only get the message out if all Canadians 

participate in sending our social media messages out to their networks. 

And we need to identify and contact influencers, those with large social networks to team up with us.   

We are asking for the following: 

1. If you know an influencer with a large following, please contact us and help us get them working with us; 

2. If you are willing to join a team dedicated to identifying and contacting influencers, big and small, please 
contact us. 

This is currently our biggest and most important need.  Join us in this important task.  

If you have information or are interested in joining this NCI team please do the following: 

1. Send us an email to volunteer@nationalcitizensinquiry.ca; 

2. In the subject line put:  INFLUENCER TEAM; 

3. Give us your name, phone number and the number of hours you can commit a week. 
 
Let’s make history together! 
Your NCI Team 
NationalCitizensInquiry.ca  
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